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We have taken a conductor end…



… run it through a roller…



A different style roller from those we examined for use in the sky.







… and pulled it through the tensioning sheaves.





While waiting for the pull to start, one of the guys brought his pneumatic 
grinder around. Think of this as a large-scale dentist’s polisher. He 
inspected the sheaves for rough spots and ground them smooth.



It’s important not to damage the surface of the conductor. 
Irregularities, especially sharp edges, are sites of corona discharge, 
which wastes energy and causes electromagnetic interference.





Attaching the traveller to the conductor. The red ribbon 
serves an interesting purpose, as we’ll see. The set of three 
rollers, which will be anchored to the tensioner, straightens 
out any kinks that may develop in the conductor.



The next step is for one of the guys to go up and 
release the safety on the traveller on the tower.



With the safety on the tower released, the full 
tension is carried here on the ground.



As soon as we release the safety here on the ground, we’re 
ready to get on the radio and tell the far end to start pulling.



How does a safety work anyway? As we see here, it’s a positive 
feedback friction grip that locks the conductor in place.



A bit more detail…



This shows how it works. Conceptually, the jacking mechanism 
is distinct from the clamp, but they always go together.





Safety off, the conductor starts moving. 



I jumped on my bike and sprinted for the second tower. 
Can I get a shot of the join going over a roller?



I’m not the only interested party.





No, I didn’t get a picture of it going through the roller.

The helicopter followed along all the way, watching the 
red ribbon, making sure nothing untoward happened.



I mentioned above that they had to beat on 
the sticky tensioner brakes during the pull.



Well this is fine, but truth be told, it gets a 
little monotonous after a while. What next?



What next is that we’re about to run out of conductor.



Get on the radio, stop the winding engine at the far end. 
Safety off the conductor at this end.



Get your industrial-scale wire cutters (the man on the right).







Why not run out the reel completely? Because the pull comes from 
the far end and it’s hard to control down to a few feet, that’s why. 
Better to waste a few feet than run the end out through the sheaves!



Kimberly Noel Chase is a Stanford journalism student. She first came 
and talked to me at my vantage point on the rec trail (where I 
incorrectly thought I’d have a better view of high-tower work that 
wasn’t happening anyway), then went down and interviewed the crew.





I didn’t hear the question, but I heard an answer, 
“Go ahead and ask. The worst he can do is say No.” 
She disappeared after a while, and I only discovered 
later that she had been riding around in the 
helicopter! And good for her – all it takes is nerve!







Meanwhile, we have two conductors to join.

The conductor end is in a small hydraulic press, fed by the red hose. We’re 
attaching a crimp connector to the conductor. Crimp? Yes, it’s standard in 
almost all utility work to use compression connectors: you just squash the 
connector and the conductor together, and they stay that way. Really.



Here, we’re attaching a pull grip to the conductor end.



The electrical tape keeps the pull grip from working loose before it’s under stress, and 
helps ensure that there are no loose wire ends that could hang up on something.



The fresh reel already has the pull grip ready to 
go, complete with red flag for the helicopter.





Conductor sections joined together, we’re ready to start pulling again.



We release the safety. The jacking mechanism 
allows slack to be taken in (in this case, let out).









As well as removing the safety, we are going to remove the 
kink straightener until the join area has passed through.



Pull away!







Stop the pull for a minute, while we put the kink straightener back on.



The join area approaching the first roller. 
Will I catch it going through this time?



Not quite. It’s over there on the right…



Back in business.





The new reel, like the old reel, eventually runs out. Once 
more through the steps, with a little more detail. We 

safety the conductor.



In his left hand, he holds a sleeve that keeps the 
strands from unwinding, while he applies a pipe cutter 
with his right hand. This removes the aluminum layers 
with no risk of damaging the steel core.



Chomping off the end.



The inner compression fitting is a cylinder around the steel core.



The hydraulic press.



Notice the jaws completely closed in this photo.





Here, we’re attaching the pull grip.



Meanwhile, we need to swap out reels on the flatbed.











At last! Going through a roller. Not a roller on a 
tower, mind you, but a roller nonetheless.
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